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EXPLORING ANCESTRAL
MEANING SYSTEMS AS THEY
RELATE TO LEADERSHIP AND
AUTHORITY

Online

What to expect

The conference takes the
form of an online temporary
learning organisation that
comes to life during the
opening moments of the
conference, studies its own
dynamics as they unfold, and
dissolves at the end.

16 to 18 February 2023
09:00am to 17:00pm SAST

Cost
Guests 
(UK, USA, EU, Australia)  R7500 incl vat 
Guests 
(Africa, Middle-East, Asia, 
Latin-America, etc.)        R5000 incl vat
SIOPSA Members  R3600 incl vat 
SIOPSA Student Members  R850 incl vat 

Early bird discount available

CPDs applied for

Open Rubric



Group Relations Conferences represent the meeting point of a breadth of academic and phenomenal 
viewpoints. In many ways it is a synthetic-syncretic roadmap illuminating the path of human behaviour 
and thought processes. Group Relations’ unique proposition is: that the individual human being cannot be 
understood without consideration and appreciation of the context, both temporal and spatial, in which 
they are embedded and from which they emerge.  

The work of psychoanalysis, one of the foundational concepts in Group Relations Conference thinking 
and action, has a clearly historical approach. Psychoanalysis states that our adult mental state and its 
associated behaviour, has at its roots,  our early childhood experiences. Further illustration of the 
historical approach is the nature of the psychoanalytic profession itself. The importance placed on the 
lineage of the analyst is significant– many analysts spend time researching and drawing a line from 
Freud, Klein, Bion and Jung for example, down to their present analytic circle. A bit like the old testament 
lineage of Adam and Eve, where “x begat y”, analysts take pride in and take seriously the pedigree of their 
analytic lineage. Likewise, many older systems of learning and sensemaking, sometimes called Shamanic 
or Traditional systems,  also consider the importance of lineage and their impact on our daily lives. In 
these traditional contexts, the terms used are ancestors. It is believed that Ancestors are living beings, 
who no longer have human bodies, but are vitally engaged in the shaping of human affairs, if one knows 
how to engage, listen and respond to them.  

Ancestral meaning systems also relate to our ancestors in Group Relations work – when we stand on the 
shoulders of giants to look to the here-and-now and the future. Then we encounter ancestors in our 
places of work – those we can identify with and those we are uncertain how to engage with. Then, our 
ancestors from our familial lineage also impacts of lives in ways we do not always reflect on. 

This unique Group Relations Conference opens a portal for us to explore what is possible in making 
sense of the notion of ancestor, and to study what it could mean for our “here and now”, and what 
ancestral voices might mean in a cross-trans-post-colonial epistemology of what it means to be human, 
and how they relate to leadership and authority.  

This conference is “Live-Online” from the Cradle of Civilisation, South Africa, and invites all interested in 
exploring the shamanic, and systems psychoanalytic in contemporary contexts and across generations.  

Conference Programme 
16 February ‘23 17 February ‘23 18 February ‘23 

09:00-17:00 SAST 09:00-17:00 SAST 09:00-17:00 SAST 





GROUP RELATIONS CONFERENCE

16 to 18 February 2023

EXPLORING ANCESTRAL MEANING SYSTEMS AS THEY RELATE
TO LEADERSHIP AND AUTHORITY

09:00am to 17:00pm SAST

Conference staff
Conference Director: Michelle S. May DLitt et Phil (UNISA) 

Clinical psychologist: HPCSA (Health Professions Council of

South Africa); Professor: Department of Industrial and

Organisational Psychology, and Programme manager:

Doctorate in Consulting Psychology (UNISA); Director (2002 to

2014): Robben Island diversity experience (RIDE). Director

(2021) TILT Online Group Relations Conference (first online

conference hosted from SA). 

Associate Conference Director: Leslie B Brissett JP, PhD

Group Relations Programme Director, Company Secretary

and Principal Consultant, Tavistock Institute of Human

Relations (TIHR), London. Directed the first TIHR conference in

China and the Caribbean and 6 Leicester Conferences.

Signatory to first Institutional Membership of ISPSO. Ordained

Interfaith Minister, inquirer into the African foundations of

western civilisation and culture.

Dr Louise Tonelli is a Lecturer and Industrial and

Organisational Psychologist in the Department of Industrial

and Organisational Psychology at Unisa. She is the chair of

the Interest Group for Systems Psychodynamics in

Organisations. She has taken up the role of member and staff

in several GRC’s. From the systems psychodynamic

perspective, she has presented a number of experiential

learning events and published several book chapters and

articles.



Calum McComb is a registered organisational psychologist 
and a PhD candidate researching systems psychodynamics. 
He has attended numerous GRC’s and has previously taken 
up the role of consultant to a GRC. He is a member of ISPSO 
and IGSPO with active involvement in the systems 
psychodynamics fields of consultancy and research. 

Terttu Malo (MA in AOC, MA in BESC, Executive Coach 
Cert TIHR Coaching) is a Group Relations and Organisational 
Consultant. She directs development programmes for 
management and consultation. Her professional orientation 
draws from socio-analysis and the dynamics of 
organizational cultures. She is interested in the sense of 
place.

Thembi Kgengwenyane BComm Honours Industrial and 
Organisational Psychology (UNISA) - Organisational 
effectiveness consultant specialising in diversity & 
Inclusion, change & transformation. Analytical networking 

systems coach. Trained in Diversity Dynamics through 

systems psychodynamics model (Tavistock application 

model), consultant: Annual RIDE (Robben Island Diversity 

Experience).

Prof. Dr. Ajeet Mathur consults to leaders and their teams 
on strategy, transformative leadership, and creative 
collaboration for change management. He is a member of the 
Board of Directors of ISPSO, Professor Emeritus, NDIM and 
has been Professor at IIMs Ahmedabad and Calcutta, and the 
EU-Tempus Professor of European Integration and 
Internationalisation. He is on the Staff of Group Relations 
Conferences since 1983 and has directed Group Relations 
Conferences in Europe and India.



Betsy Hasegawa (she/her; Ainu heritage; Ed.D., Harvard)
serves in the Seattle Colleges to promote relational and

connected ways of teaching and learning by building

community, developing leadership, and promoting healing. Dr.

Hasegawa is a Fellow of the AK Rice Institute and a Co-

creator with Group Relations International. 

Nhlanhla Mabizela was initiated as a Sangoma in 2011 at

Nkandla. In addition, he is a seasoned human rights activist

since 1997. His world of tapping into the ancestors the ‘living

dead’ has coincided with the social dreaming matrix, as he

develops his skills in the field of group systems

psychodynamics.

Milda Autukaitė MSc Organizational Psychology, Cert.
TIHR (P3C), Leadership and Organizational Consultant in

private practice, co-founder of consultancy boutique „Gijos“,

co-author of Leadership program LeadInn, co-founder and

member of Lithuanian Group Relations Society, Teacher and

Supervisor in Group Dynamics course in Vilnius University.

Based in Vilnius and London. 

Dr. Mónica Rocío Velarde Lazarte Socioanalyst and
Psychologist. Director of Socioanalytic Practice and co-

founder of The Territory an online space for the study of

group processes. Member of the New York Center for the

Study of Groups, Organisations and Social Systems.

Professional Partner TIHR.
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